
From the #1 provider in email security

A Searchable Archive for Company Communication  |  50+ Sources  |  SimplyShare

Access as simple as running an internet search

Protect your organization 
across email, SMS, Teams, and 
social media.

Zix Information Archiving stores an unlimited 
number of files and communications 
across email, SMS, and emerging platforms 
like Microsoft Teams and social media. It 
helps protect your organization against 
compliance violations and unplanned 
litigations and is an essential replacement 
for organizations moving off of aging,
on-premise, email-only hardware.

By 2023, 70% of all complex eDiscovery will be handled in-house.  -Gartner

Reduces IT, HR, and legal costs

Compelling event Run a quick search Expedite a resolution

Search Through All Company Communication

Zix Information Archive
M&A

Litigation

HR complaint

Audit

Surface incrimating conversations

Suit has no merit—one email and 
it's dismissed

Concern validated

Demonstrate compliance, safely share 
select information

Information Archiving

Type to search

Stay ahead of changing regulations

Unlimited data storage and retention 

Vendor consolidation and cost savings

Fast and early case assessment for IT 
and legal 

Quicker HR investigations

Time-saving supervision for FINRA and 
SEC regulated companies

Simple to manage and support from 
one Secure Cloud interface

Easily customizable

Benefits:
90,000+ customers from large 
enterprise to small business

Companies with Microsoft 365,
on-prem Exchange, and G Suite

All federal financial institutions

Examination Council (FFIEC) regulators

U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC)

30% of U.S. banks

1,200+ U.S. hospitals

30+ Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) 
plans

Customer Ecosystem:



Collect. Retain. Access.

Worldwide data will grow to 
175ZB by 2025 -IDC

Unlimited storage for business communications

More archive data sources:
• IM/Collaboration tools
• Social Media

How It Works
SimplyShare
Instantly share a dataset of any size with anyone without 
compromising security or relying on FedEx. Easily share 
externally with outsourced legal or auditors.

Keep archived information secure

Expedite audits and investigations

Modern interface, requires no training

Simple, scalable administration
• Regular updates from Compliance Analyst Team

SimplyShare
• Safely share data with third parties
• No need for SFTP site or external hard drive

Unified Archiving
• Unlimited cloud-based storage and eDiscovery
• Tracks user activity at the message level (exports,

views, tagging, comments, legal holds)
• Geo-redundant data triplication
• WORM-compatible storage (SEC and FINRA)

Modern interface
• Search built for anyone—no technical expertise

required
• Data classification and message flagging
• Case management
• Group supervision (optional)

Flexible search
• Schedule and automate compliance searches
• Proactive dictionary scanning and highlighting
• Attachment OCR scanning and content indexing

Phenomenal Care support 24/7/365

Features

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3325397/idc-expect-175-zettabytes-of-data-worldwide-by-2025.html#:~:text=90ZB%20of%20data%20will%20be,in%20real%2Dtime%20by%202025.


Supporting remote work

Replacing on-premise hardware

eDiscovery

FINRA, SOX, and GLBA 
compliance

HIPAA compliance

More

Great for:
The need for compliance continues to grow and businesses are 
discovering even greater challenges around discovery, implementation, 
audits, surprise litigations, legal risks, and even personal liabilities 
for executives. While compliance can be challenging, our Information 
Archiving helps you to stay ahead of changing regulations while 
maintaining a high level of passive compliance, all with a simple and 
powerful interface that’s easy to provision.

According to Gartner, 65% of the world’s population in 2023 will have its 
personal information covered under privacy regulations, up from 10% 
today. Information Archiving lets your organization tackle compliance 
issues and leverage the opportunities that come with having a centralized 
system of record and the ability to store and sort communications quickly 
and efficiently. Plus, as an integral part of Secure Cloud, Information 
Archiving works seamlessly with Zix’s other security, compliance, and 
productivity services in our Secure Suite. Together, they form a fully 
integrated platform that allows partners and customers to create a 
secure, modern workplace.

Why now?

Why Information Archiving?

Learn more at Zix.com

https://zix.com/products/information-archiving

